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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Over 300 webpages and several medical
journals were analyzed to verify the information in this book. Hello, this book is all about making
hot men taste better, and women enjoy themselves more. Perhaps you d be interested to know:
Semen also consists of proteins that have anti-microbial properties against viruses, bacteria and
fungi. Present in male semen are mood-enhancing compounds such as estrone, oxytocin, cortisol, a
particular thyrotropin-releasing hormone, melatonin, prolactin and serotonin. Psychologist and
reproductive expert Gordon Gallup from the University at Albany-SUNY postulates that swallowing
male ejaculate can be a cure for morning sickness. He explains why. Multiple studies imply that bull
semen can benefit damaged hair. In a study conducted by researchers from the University of
Saskatchewan, a protein in semen was found to act on the female brain to induce ovulation, and
that protein is the same molecule that controls the growth and maintenance of neurons. In a Dutch
study of women who swallowed semen (from oral sex, ) researchers discovered that their
swallowing of the semen was associated with a lower risk of...
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Comprehensive guideline! Its such a good read through. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just easily could possibly get a
enjoyment of reading a composed book.
-- Lonz o Wilder m a n-- Lonz o Wilder m a n

Thorough manual for publication fanatics. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. Its been written in an remarkably simple
way and is particularly only after i finished reading through this book in which actually transformed me, change the way i think.
-- Mor r is Schultz-- Mor r is Schultz
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